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It is proved that if the functions h g E H”, l/S/l m < 1, jlgll o. < 1 satisfy the 
Carleson Corona condition, 
inf (If(z)1 + lg(z)l) %‘6>0, 
ZE D 
then there exists a function GE H” such that the fucntion @ =f+ gG is invertible 
in Hm, and moreover ljGIIm < C, l/Q1’ll, < C, where the constant C depends 
only on 6. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
The notion of the stable rank of a ring, introduced by Bass [ 11, when 
applied to a commutative Banach algebra, is strongly related to some 
homotopic invariants of the spectrum of the algebra and of the zero sets of 
its ideals [2, 33. 
Let us recall the main definitions. Let A be a commutative Banach 
algebra with unit e. An n-tuple a = (a,, u2, . . . . a,) E A” is called unimodular 
if there exists an n-tuple b = (b,, b,, . . . . 6,) E A” such that ~~=, aibj = e, and 
a is called reducible if the (n - l)-tuple (a, + a,xl, a2 + a,xz, . . . . 
a,- 1 + a,~,- ,) is unimodular for some x1, x2, . . . . x,- 1 E A. The stable rank 
of A is the least n such that every unimodular a E A”+ ’ is reducible. It was 
conjectured in [3] that the algebra H” of all bounded tzalytic functions on 
the open unit disc D (or in the upper half-plane @+ = {ZE C: Im z 20)) 
has stable rank 1. It was proved in [4] by P. Jones, D. Marshall, and 
T. Wolff that the stable rank of the disc algebra of all functions analytic in 
D and continuous in the closed disc ED equals 1. Then G. Corach and 
F. Suarez [S] proved that a unimodular pair fi, f2 in H” is reducible if 
fi belongs to the disk-algebra. In this paper the conjecture that the stable 
rank of H” equals 1 is proved. 
* The paper was partially prepared when the author was visiting the Mittag-Lefller 
Institute, Sweden and Michigan State University. Current address: Department of 
Mathematics, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824. 
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By the well known Carleson Corona Theorem an n-tuple 
f=(fi,f*,...,fn)~(H~)~ is unimodular if and only if 
inf (Ifi( + Ifz(z)l + ... + IfH(z %r 6>0, (C) Z-sD 
and therefore the statement in the title follows immediately from the 
theorem below, which is the main result of the paper. 
THEOREM 1. Letf, gEH”, Ilflj,<l, Ilg(/,fl, and 
inf (If(z)1 + Ig(z)l) “2’6>0. (0.1) zenl 
Then there exists a function GE H” such that the function Qi = f + gG is 
invertible in H”, and moreover llGl\ o. < C, /[@-‘II ~ d C, where the constant 
C depends only on 6. 
Remark 1. It is evident that because of estimates for G and cPP ‘, 
Theorem 1 is (formally) a bit stronger than the assertion in the title. 
Remark 2. Theorem 1 is obviously equivalent to the same theorem for 
H” in the upper half-plane C + . For convenience we will prove the 
theorem for C + , and only in Section 4 will we work in the disk ID. 
Plan of the paper. 
Section l-the general idea of the proof; 
Section 2-reduction to the case where f and g are finite Blaschke 
products; 
Section 3-a theorem on the solution of the a-equation bounded on 
whole D; 
Section 4--the main construction; 
Section 5-proof of the theorem; 
Section ban operator corollary. 
List of notations. 
Cdomplex plane; 
D-open unit disc, D ‘%’ (~EC: 151 < 11; 
U-unit circle, T gf 8lD; 
[W-real axis; 
Re z-real part of z E C; 
Im z-imaginary part of z E C; 
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@+-upper half-plane, C, 2’ {<EC: Im<>O}; 
H”-the set of all bounded analytic functions on the upper half-plane 
C, (H”=H”(C+)), or on the unit disc D (H”=H”(D)); 
b,-elementary Blaschke factor in Hm(C + ) with zero at 1, I E C + , 
bl ‘!! (z - l)/(z - A); 
Z-the set of integers; 
N-the set of positive integers. 
1. THE IDEA OF THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
It is easy to show that to prove Theorem 1 it is sufficient o consider only 
the case of rational functions f and g. It is not so evident, but it is also true, 
that it is sufficient o prove the theorem for the case wherefand g are finite 
Blaschke products with simple zeros. This will be proved in Section 2, and 
this reduction is the first step of the proof. 
Let us now suppose that the finite Blaschke products f, g with simple 
zeros satisfy the Carleson Corona condition 
inf (If(z)1 + Jg(z)l) 2’ 6 > 0. (1.1) reC+ 
Then the function f satisfies If(z)1 > 6/2 on the simply connected set Sz 2’ 
{z: lg(z)l <d/2}. Therefore there exists a (bounded, because f is rational) 
branch of logf, and we can use the following well known theorem ([6], see 
also [7]) 
THEOREM 1.1. Let B be a Blaschke product with simple zeros, and let o 
be its zero set. Given E, 0 K E < 1, let cp be a function analytic on the set 
/q(z)1 < 1 there. Then there exists a function 
h(z) = cp(z), z E 0, (1.2) 
and (Jhll o. < C, where C is a constant depending only on E. 
Applying this theorem to B= g, cp = logf; and E = 612, we obtain a 
function h E H”, (JhJ( m < C ([log f (ILm(Qj, such that 
ehcr) = f (z), z E 0, (1.3) 
where (r is the zero set of g. The function eh is invertible, and it follows 
from (1.3) that eh = f + gG, where G is a function in H”. Therefore, the 
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theorem would be proved if the function logf were bounded on the set 
(z: jg(z)l <J/2} by the constant depending only on 6, but not on the 
degrees of the Blaschke productsf and g. But unfortunately, this is not the 
case, and the rest of the paper deals with overcoming this difficulty. 
To do this we will “correct” the function f by multiplying it by an 
appropriate function e -5 An analytic function F will be chosen to satisfy 
the following properties: 
(i) IReF(z)l<CC,(6), VZEC.; 
(ii) llogf(z)-F(z)( <C,VZE (2: lg(z)l <S’j for some S’, 0<6’dS, 
and a suitable branch of log f defined on the set (z: ) g(z)] < S’}. 
By (ii) the logarithm of the function eFf has a bounded branch on the 
set (z: lg(z)I < S’}, and applying Theorem 1.1 as above, we obtain 
eeFf + gG, = eh, G, E H”, h E H”, JlhlJ, d C,(6). (1.4) 
Put G=G,eF, @=eh+? By (1.4) 
f+gG=@, 
and (1.4) and (i) imply that IIGjI,<C, \IQj-‘Ij,<C for a constant 
C= C(6). Therefore the theorem would be proved if we construct the 
function F satisfying (i)-(ii). 
To find the analytic function F, we will construct a (not necessarily 
bounded and analytic) function V, satisfying 
(iii) IRe V(z)) d C,(6) Vz E @+ ; 
(iv) llogf(z)- V(z)1 < C,(6) VZE {z:lg(z)l -c 6’); 
(v) some supplementary conditions guaranteeing the &equation 
&I = 8 V have a solution u bounded on the upper half-plane C + (not only 
on Iw), see Section 3. 
Put F = V- II. The function F is analytic (because (3~ = 2 V). The condi- 
tion (iii) and the estimate ju(z)l <C(6) (condition (v)) imply (i). Since 
(logf- FI = Jlogf- I/+ u( < llog F- VI + JuI, the conditions (iii)-(v) 
imply (ii) and Theorem 1 is proved (modulo the construction of I/ and 
modulo the reduction to the case wheref, g are finite Blaschke products). 
2. REDUCTION TO THE CASE OF FINITE BLASCHKE PRODUCTS 
The arguments providing this reduction are the same as those in the 
original Carleson proof of the Corona Theorem. These arguments are 
based on the following well-known lemma; see, for example, [7]. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let F be a function analytic in the open unit disc ID and con- 
tinuous in the closed disc D. Suppose 0 < 1 f(z)1 < 1 on V = X?J and let E be 
the set of all points z E U for which If(z)1 -C 1. Then there exists a sequence 
of finite Blaschke products B, with simple zeros such that (B,,(z)1 + ) f(z)1 
uniformly on each closed subset of D\i?, and B,(z) -+ f(z) uniformly on each 
closed subset of D. 
Let us show that it is sufficient to prove Theorem 1 for finite Blaschke 
products. As mentioned above, one can without loss of generality assume 
the functions f and g are rational, and therefore continuous in the closed 
unit disc ID. It is also easy to show that we can assume f(z) #O, g(z) #O 
for all z E U. Let 9 and Q be the outer functions such that 
IF(z)1 = min{ If(z)1 -‘, 3/d], lW)l =min(Ig(z)l-‘, 3/d), ZEU. 
Then @=Ff and !P=9g belong to H”, I(@((,<l, I(!PyIl,dl; @(z)#O, 
Y(z) # 0 for all ZE T. Moreover, [@@)I = 1 on U except for the set where 
If(z)\ < 6/3, and (Y(z)1 = 1 on U except for the set where lg(z)l <J/3. By 
the lemma we can choose two sequences f, and g, of finite Blaschke 
products with simple zeros such that fn -+ @, g, -+ Y uniformly on compact 
subsets of D, and 
6 
Ifn(z)l > l@(z)l - -7 4 n2no 
on the set where ) f (z)l 3 6/2, and 
s 
I&(Z)I > I W)l --3 4 n2no 
on the set where lg(z)l>6/2. Since IF(z)1 > 1 and IS(z)1 > 1 (we assume 
6 < l/3), it follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that 
If”(Z)l + I g,(z)l 2 $T VzED,n>no. (2.3) 
If the theorem is true for finite Blaschke products, then there exist a 
constant C= C(6) and functions G,, H,,E H”, such that Hi’ E H”, 
llG,llm~CC, llH,ll,<C, IIH;‘ll,<C and 
fn+gnGn=Hw 
Choosing a subsequence G, which tends to a function G uniformly on 
compact subsets of D, we obtain 
@-I- !PG=H, 
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where H, H-i E H”, I(HI( o. < C, [(H- ’ I( ao < C. Hence by the definition of 
@ and Y 
f+ g(YGc9”-‘)=HF”‘. 
Therefore it is sufficient to prove the theorem only for finite Blaschke 
products. 
3. ON BOUNDED SOLUTION OF &EQUATION 
Let us recall one important definition. Let I be an interval in 02, 111 be 
its length, and Q(Z) denotes the square in @+ with base Z, Q(Z) dzf 
{z E @ + : Re z E Z, Im z < 111). A (nonnegative) measure p in the upper 
half-plane @ + is called Carleson if sup{ p( Q(Z))/lZl } ‘%! K < co, where 
supremum is taken over all subintervals Z of Iw. The constant K is called the 
intensity of the Carleson measure p. Carleson measures in the unit disk D 
are defined absolutely in the same way. The only difference is that in this 
case supremum is taken over all arcs Z of T, and Q(Z) denotes a “curved 
square” with base Z, Q(Z) zf {ZE [ID: z/lzl EZ, (zl 2 1 - 111). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let V be a function which is %‘-smooth in the unit disc D, 
continuous in its closure D, and satisfies 
(i) I8V(z)l d x y d is a Carleson measure (in the unit disc) with 
intensity K, ; 
(ii) lAV(z)l (1 - 1~1’) dx dy is a Carleson measure with intensity K2 
(here and below A denotes the Laplacian); 
(iii) (AV(z)l < K,/(l - 1~1~)~. 
Then the equation 
has a solution II bounded on the whole unit disc D (not only on its boundary B !): 
Mz)l d C= CW,, K2, K3) VZED. 
Remark. As will be seen from the proof one can replace the condition 
(i) by 
(i’) I$V(z)j2 (1 - 1~1’) dx dy is a Carleson measure with intensity K,. 
Using the standard conformal mapping from the the disc I19 onto the 
upper half-plane @ + , one can easily obtain from Theorem 3.1 the following 
one: 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let V be a function which is W2-smooth in the upper 
half-plane @ + , continuous in its closure (including the point z = oo), and 
satisfies 
(i) laV(.z)I dx dy is a Carleson measure (in the upper half-plane) with 
intensity K, ; 
(ii) ) AV(z)l Im z dx dy is a Carleson measure with intensity K2 (here 
and below A denotes the Laplacian); 
(iii) lAV(z)( < KJ(Im 2)‘. 
Then the equation 
av=av 
has a solution v bounded on the whole upper half-plane @ + (not only on R !): 
lv(z)l~C=C(K,,K,,K,) VZEC,. 
To prove the theorem we use the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let a function v be V2-smooth in the open unit disc !EJ and 
continuous in its closure, and let YA v, a E D, be the Poisson extension of v ( T 
at the point 1. Then 
.9-@-v(A)=~~~D Av.log igi dxdy. 
Proof: The proof is based on a standard application of Green’s 
formula, and we omit it. l 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The condition (i) (or conditions (i’) and (ii) 
together with (iii)) provide (see [lo]) that there exists a solution v 
bounded on the unit circle, (ILJ(I~~(~) <C= C(K,) (or C= C(K,, K,, K3)). 
Hence, by the maximum modulus principle, 
14~16 C= C(K,) VZE ED. 
Fix a constant E, 0 <E < 1. By Lemma 3.3 
9+-v(l)=&f~D Av.log 121 dxdy 
1 
=zc ff 
1-k 
D\{r: jr-AI/II--tJ cc} 
Au alog z dx dy 
I I 
+&ff{,:,,-i ,,,, -Az,<E) Av.log izt dxdy. 
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The first integral is easy to estimate. Indeed, for )z - ,I\/\ 1 - AZ\ > E we have 
and since I~Iu(z)l (1 - 1~1~) dx dy = )d V(z)1 (1 - 1~1~) dx dy is a Carleson 
measure, we can conclude that the absolute value of the first integral is at 
most C = C(E, K,). 
The condition (iii) provides the boundedness of the second integral by 
some constant C = C(K,). 1 
4. THE MAIN CONSTRUCTION 
As said in the introduction, to prove Theorem 1, it is sufficient, given 
finite Blaschke products f and g with simple zeros, for which 
inf If(z)1 + lg(z)l) zf 38 > 0, 
zec, 
to construct the function I/ such that 
(i) ]Re V(z)\ <C(~)VZEC+; 
(ii) llogf(z)- V(z)\ <C(~)VZE (zEC,: \g(z)\ <6’), where O< 
6’ < 6, and log f is an appropriate branch of logarithm defined on the set 
{=@+: l&N 4’); 
(iii) V satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2. 
This function will be constructed, in general, as follows. We put V- 0 on 
the set where ) f) is small, split the remaining part of @ + into simply 
connected components, and define the function Y as an appropriate branch 
of log f on each such component. Then the function constructed will be 
regularized to be smooth. 
To be absolutely accurate, we will present f as a product of finite number 
of multipliers, apply to each such a multiplier the above procedure, and 
summarize all functions obtained. 
The construction below is obtained by a modification of the Bourgain 
construction of a Carleson contour. Here and in the sequel if Z is an inter- 
val, then )I/ denotes its length, and kZ, where k > 0, denotes the interval of 
length k 111 with the same center. The symbol Q(Z) denotes the square 
in the upper half-plane with the base Z, Q(Z) gf (ZE @+ : Re ZE Z, 
Im z G IZl }. Recall that the measure p on the upper half-plane is called 
Carleson if sup{~(Q(Z))/lZl} zf K< co, where supremum is taken over all 
intervals ZE IL!. The constant K is called the intensity of p. 
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LEMMA 4.1 (see [8]). Let B=&,, b, be a finite Blaschke product with 
simple zeros. Suppose that for a given z E Cc + and y > 0 we have 
lb&N 2 Y VaEfs. 
Then 
c 
21mzIma 1 21mzIma 
a$?0 b-4* <‘log IB(z)l ‘Y a,cO 
-<‘C 
lz-iii* * 
Proof 
log I&N =;WW’) 
=; c log(lb,(z)l*)=; c log(l-4;;?;a). 
OEc7 aeo 
To complete the proof we note that -(l/y) t 6 log( 1 - t) < -t for 
O<t<l-y. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Let B be a finite Blaschke product with simple zeros, o be its 
zero set, Q = Q(I) be a square with the base Z, and let I B(z,)l > 8 > 0 for a 
point z0 in the upper half of Q (Re z,, E Z, Im z0 3 lZ1/2). Given M < co there 
exists a collection (Ik} of disjoint (closed) subintervals of I, satisfying 
0) C VA < 20. (log(l/e))M-’ . 111; 
(ii) C o~Q(31~)noI~~>~lZkl % 
(iii) ifz E Q(I)\Uk Q(Z,), then 
c ImzIma (IEO b-d2 dC(M+lo&), 
where C is an absolute constant; 
(iv) the measure p zf C a E on (p(I)\uk Q(&)) Im a .da (6, denotes the unit 
mass at the point a) is Carleson with intensity at most 5M. 
Proof: Let -Y- be the collection of all closed subintervals J of 71, 
satisfying 
c Ima>5MlJ). 
osQ(J)no 
Since the Blaschke product B is finite, 
0 < inf IJI < sup I JI < 00. 
JEIY JEW- 
Hence, by the Bisicovitch “covering lemma” there exists a collection of dis- 
joint intervals Jk E Y such that u JE y Jc Uk SJ,, and this collection has to 
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be finite. Let us define a new collection {J;} of subintervals of I as follows. 
Co$der only intervals J, such tha\c5Z, n If D. If SJ, c Z, we put 
Ji = 5J,, and if Zc 5Jk we put J; = I. Otherwise, i.e., 5Jk d I and 
Z G+ 5Jk, we define Jb to be the interval 5Jk translated to the length of 
interval 5Jk\Z to the right or to the left to be contained in Z, see Fig. 1. It 
is trivial that 
Since the collection {&) is finite, the set lJk .Z; is the union of the disjoint 
subintervals Z, of 1. Let us show that these intervals Zk satisfy (i)-(iv). 
To prove (i), we note that by construction C (Zkl <x l&l 6 5 C IJkj, 
and by construction and Lemma 4.1 
5MC IJA Gc c Ima< 1 Ima 
k k aeQ(Jk)no a~Q(7f)no 
By construction if J’, c Zk, then .Z, c 5J, c 3Jh c 31,. Hence the following 
chain of inequalities implies (ii): 
c Ima> 1 C Ima>, c MIJ,I 
acQ(3f~)no J’,cl, asQ(J,,,)no J,Clk 
= c M(&,(=hf(z,(. 
.f;n C fk 
To prove (iii) fix a point z E Q(Z)\lJk Q(Zk). Let Jo be the interval on Iw 
with center at Re z of length Im z, and let J k ‘%r 2k . Jo. Let r be the smallest 
integer such that 2Zc J’. Note that J’ c 71. Since z E Q(Jk) for all k E N, 
the inclusion (4.1) implies Jk $ V for all k < r. This simply means that 
c Im a < 5M 1 Jkl Vk<r. 
oEQ(Jk)no 
I 
FIGURE 1 
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Therefore 
c 
21maImz 21maImz 
asQ(2I)na )Z--iii2 a.Q(J’)na )Z-iit2 
r-1 
+c c 2 f;$! ’ (4.2) 
s=l .E(Q(P+‘,\Q(P))~u 
r-1 
<CM+ c cM2-“<cA4. 
s=l 
If a $ Q(2Z), then clearly 
ImaImz 
lz-42 Gc 
ImaImz, 
lzo-Li12 ’ 
and so, by Lemma 4.1 and the hypothesis IB(z,,)l > E, 
c 
21maImz 
<Clog! 
a~ o\Q(W 
)z-ii12 E’ 
C being an absolute constant. The statement (iii) follows from this estimate 
and (4.2). 
The proof of (iv) is trivial. Consider a square Q = Q(J) with base J. If 
[JI > 111 then p(Q(J)) < p(Q(Z)) < 5 II1 < 5 IJI. Let us now suppose that 
IJI < (II. If there exists a point a E r~ n Q(Z) n Q(J), a$ Uk Q(Z,J, then 
J$V’ and therefore ,u(Q(J))< 5 (JI. So, the condition (iv) holds. 1 
Now we will construct generations of (closed) intervals and regions as 
follows. Pick a square Q = Q(Z) containing zero set Q of f such that 
If (z,)l 2 6 at some point z. in the upper half of Q, and 1 f (z)l2 6 if z -$ Q. 
Choose M = M(6) sufficiently large, 
M> loolog~, (4.3) 
and apply the above lemma with E = 6. We obtain a collection 
X =X(Z) = X’ of disjoint closed subintervals Z, of Z, Ck lZ,J < (l/5) (II, 
and this collection is the first generation of intervals. Note that for any 
JE X(Z) the inequality 1 f(z)1 < 6 holds for all z in the upper half of Q(J). 
Indeed, by Lemma 4.1 
21muImz 
a~Q(J,nu lz-iii2 . 
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If z belongs to the upper half of Q(J) then Im z> 151/2 and 
jz-Crl ~2 ,/? IJI for all a~ Q(3J). Hence by (4.3) 
Fix an interval .ZE X1, and let 9(J) be the collection of all maximal 
dyadic subintervals J of .Z such that the upper half of Q(Y) contains a 
point z0 where If( > 6. Since the Blaschke product f is finite, the 
collection 9(J) is finite too, and .Z = U,, E oCJj .Z’. For each JE X1 define 
U(J) Ef c~os(Q(.Z)\U,.~,~,, Q(Y)). The collection 9’ gf (U(J): .ZEX’} 
forms the first generation of regions. 
For each interval J’ E 9(J), .ZE X1, we apply Lemma 4.2 to obtain the 
second generation X2 of intervals. Then for each JE X2 we construct a 
region U(J), and so on. 
Since the Blaschke product B is finite, we obtain only finite number 
of generations. Define 9 zf lJj,, lJ,,,, U(J), and let CT~ Ef a\%. By 
construction, if z E Q, then If(z)1 < 6. 
Let I,, denote the arc length on the boundary 8% of the region %!, and 
let 6, stand for the unit mass at the point a. It is an easy exercise to verify 
the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let 9 and crI be as above. Then 
(i) The measure I,, is Carleson with intensity at most 
c = C(6, M) = C(6); 
(ii) The measure C,,,, Im a -6, is Carleson with intensity at most 
c = C(6, M) = C(6). 
The function V to be constructed will be represented as a (finite) sum of 
summands of two kinds. The summands of the first kind are constructed in 
the following way. Pick a zero aE rri. Let D = D, be the disc with center 
at the point a of radius (a/2) Im a, and let T = T, be its boundary. 
Obviously lb,(z)1 < 6 if z E D, and lb,(z)1 >, 6/6 if z 4 D. Denote by Z the 
vertical segment (slit) [Re a, a - i(6/2) Im a], see Fig. 2. Define the func- 
tion cp on the set @+\(Tu I), as follows: q(z) = 0 if z E D, and q(z) = 
log b,,(z) otherwise; here log denotes the principal branch of logarithm, 
--7~ < Im log z < ?t. Obviously rp is a bounded analytic function on 
@ +\( T u I), and we can change it in the ((a/100) Im a)-neighborhood of 
Tu Z to obtain a sufficiently smooth function V= V, on @ + satisfying 
WI <C(b) Ima’ (4.5) 
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FIGURE 2 
if dist(z, Tu I) a&. 
(4.6) 
It is possible to do that by taking a convolution of cp with an appropriate 
smooth kernel. 
The construction of the summands of the second kind is more com- 
plicated. Let R be connected component of &‘, and let R6 be its “hyperbolic 
S/100-neighborhood,” 
. 
Denote by B= B, the Blaschke product B, 2’ nneanR b,. By Lemma 4.2, 
for z E aR, 
..g, ‘;:,,z G(M+log~). 
It is easy to show that the analogous estimate (with a bigger constant C) 
is valid for z E aRs. Therefore, by Lemma 4.1, ( BR(z)j 2 E = e(B) > 0 for 
z E aRg, and by the maximum modulus principle this inequality holds for 
all z$ R,. 
As in the previous case we put cp = 0 on R,. Then we shall split the set 
C+\R, into simply connected domains, and define cp in each such domain 
as an appropriate branch of log B. After that we regularize cp to obtain 
sutliciently smooth function V = V,. 
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To perform such a splitting we recall that our component R is a union 
of regions constructed above. Each region U = U(Z) was constructed as 
U(Z) = clo~(Q(Z)\u,.,~,, Q(J)), where 9(Z) was a family of dyadic subin- 
tervals of Z, such that UJEDC,) .Z= I. For each such dyadic subinterval J 
with center at the point c we draw the vertical interval (slit) [c, c + i 1511. 
In addition to these (vertical) slits we have to draw other ones, so-called 
Z-slits. To do this, let us consider a vertical subinterval Z of aR, which is 
maximal, i.e., not contained in a bigger one. Let Z= [a + ib, a + ic], a E Iw, 
c>b>O. For any integer k, k>l we do nothing if c.2-k-2<6, and if 
c . 2-k- * > 6 we draw in @ +\R a horizontal interval of length 2 .2 ~ k ~ ’ 
with the endpoint a + ic .2- k. Then we draw the vertical interval from the 
other endpoint to the real axis (see Fig. 3). The slits obtained in such a way 
we will call Z-slits. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. All slits (vertical and r-slits) corresponding to a com- 
ponent R are disjoint, and the origin of each such slit is the only point of its 
intersection with the component R. Moreover, if we consider for each slit S 
of altitude d, its (6/1OO)d-neighborhood (usual, not hyperbolic) Sgr all Sd are 
also disjoint. 
Proof If the component R consists only of one region U, the proposi- 
tion is obviously true. 
By construction, intersection of the regions U is possible only along their 
vertical sides, see Fig. 3, and there are only two possibilities of such 
intersection: 
(a) region U1 touchs a region Uz from the next generation, as region 
U, touchs U, on Fig. 3; note, that in this case projection ZZu U2 of the 
region U, on the real axis must necessarily be strictly contained in 
projection II,U, of the region 17,; 
(b) two regions U2 and U, from the same generation may touch one 
to another (see corresponding regions on the Fig. 3) if their projections 
17, U2 and ZZw U, on the real axis are contained in different dyadic 
intervals .Z2, J, E 9(J), where U(J) = Q(.Z)\lJJS E oCJJ Q(Y) is a region from 
the previous generation (region U1 on Fig. 3). 
In case (a) region Uz has to be small enough, namely, length IZ7, U,I of its 
projection Z7,U2 can not exceed (l/5) 1.71, where J’ is the dyadic interval 
in 9(J) containing 17, U2 (we suppose U1 = U,(J) = Q(J)\uJE,,,, Q(J)). 
In this case the vertical slit in Q(Y) lies far enough from the region U, and 
therefore intersection of the vertical slit with the region R or with some 
Z-slit is impossible. It is also evident, that (6/1OO)d-neighborhoods of slits 
in this case are disjoint too. 
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FIG. 3. A part of a component R and corresponding slits. Region U, belongs to the kth 
generation, U,, U, belong to the (k+ 1)st one. 
Let us consider the case of r-slits. If we have two touching regions (it is 
indifferent, which case, (a) or (b) is considered), the only “bad” situation 
arises when we draw a r-slit from the vertical side of one (bigger) region 
U,, and this side is touched by another (smaller) region U,. But, by con- 
struction, in this case the horizontal part of such a F-slit is large enough. 
Namely, its length is at least 2 In,U,l, and it is easy to conclude that 
intersection in this case is also impossible. 1 
Obviously the slits constructed (T-slits and vertical ones) split iTJR (or 
equivalently the boundary aRg of R,) into arcs of hyperbolic length at 
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most C, C being an absolute constant. Since for f~ H” we have If’(z)1 < 
l\fll m/Im z, and (log B)’ = B’/B, we can conclude that 
llog B(z) - log B(<)( < C = C(6) 
for all z, C: in any such arc of 8Rd (log denotes an arbitrary continuous 
branch of logarithm). The slits split the set @+\Ra into simply connected 
domains. Define in each such domain E the function cp as a branch of log B 
for which 0 < Im log B(z) < C(6) if z E clos En aRd. It is easy to show that 
the jumps of cp on the slits and on the boundary 8Rs are bounded by a 
constant C depending only on 6. 
Let us denote by r, the 
set R6 gf {zE@+: infaE,,, 
hyperbolic 6/1OOneighborhood of aR,, i.e., the 
16,(z)l <6/100). For any slit S of altitude d 
denote by Ss its (6/1OO)dneighborhood (usual, not hyperbolic), S6 zf 
{z E @ + : dist(z, S) < a/100}. S ince If’(z)1 Q llfll m/Im z for f~ H” and 
cp’ = (log B)’ = B’IB if z # Rd, we have 
for z E R,\iTR,. 
Since the Blaschke product B = B, has no zeros in @ +\R, it is analytic on 
the set QZ\R (bar means the complex conjugation), and therefore 
IB’(z)l G 
C 
dist(z, 8)’ 
Hence for any slit S 
cc4 Iv’(z)l G - d for z E S,\S, 
where d is the altitude of the slit S. Using these estimates and the bounded- 
ness of the jumps of cp, one can easily change the function cp on the set 
rau(USE9 S,) (9’ denotes the set of all slits for the component R) to 
obtain a function Y= I/, (the summand of the second kind) satisfying 
V(z) = cp(z), zer,u (4.8) 
C(6) I V’(z)1 <-- (36) Imz’ Id W)l G (ImY for ZEN&, 
Iv’(z)1 <y, lflV(z)l <y, for ZEST. 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
It is also possible to do that by taking a convolution of cp with an 
appropriate smooth kernel. 
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Define the function V as the sum of all summand of the first and of the 
second kinds constructed above, 
ClEd, REd 
where W is a set of all connected components of Q. 
To prove the main theorem it remains to show that V satisfies conditions 
(i)-(iii) of this section (see the beginning of the section). 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We need the following definition. Let S be a slit corresponding to a 
component R. A common point z of S and JR will be called an origin 
of S. For a slit S corresponding to a point a, a~ cri, we shall call the 
origin of S simply the point a. 
As mentioned above, slits corresponding to a component R split its 
boundary aR into arcs of hyperbolic length at most C, C being an absolute 
constant. Note that hyperbolic length of these arcs is also bounded away 
from zero. So, it is an easy exercise to obtain from Proposition 4.3 the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A be the set of origins of all the slits constructed above. 
Then the measure C,, A Im a .6, is Carleson with intensity at most C = C(6). 
Let S be a slit constructed above (either vertical, or a Z-slit), and 
d = d(S) be its altitude. An integer k will be called the rank of S (and will 
be denoted by rk S) if 2k < d< 2 k+ ’ Note that k can be negative. . 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For given z E @+ and k E Z the number of slits S of 
rank k for which z E S, is at most C = C(6). 
ProoJ If for a slit S of rank k the inclusion z E S6 holds, then the origin 
a of this slit belongs to Q(Z), Z being an interval with center at the point 
Re z of length 10. 2k. By the definition of rank, Im ~22~. Hence, the 
number of slits S of rank k for which ZE Ss is bounded by a constant 
C/10, where C is the intensity of the Carleson measure CneA Im a. 6,, see 
Lemma 5.1. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.3. For a given z E @ + there exist at most C= C(6) 
components R E W such that the hyperbolic 6/1O@neighborhood rf of aR, 
contains the point z. 
Proof: The result follows immediately from the fact that the measure 
I,, gr 2 REd faR is Carleson (see Proposition 4.3). 1 
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Let a E err (recall that 0, zf a\%!)). Denote by T, the circle with center 
at the point a of radius (J/2) Im a, and by Ti its ((J/100) Im a)- 
neighborhood, T: dgf {z E @ + : dist(z, T,) < (d/100) Im u}. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. For a given z E @ + there exist at most C = C(6) points 
aEol such that ZE Tf. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from the fact taht the measure 
c nE ~, Im a .6, is Carleson; see Proposition 4.3. 1 
To show that for the function V constructed above the inequality 
(Re V(z)1 < C(6) holds, we will use the following result, proved in [9] (see 
Theorems 2.1 and 5.3 there). Let @,, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . be inner functions. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let 0 <E < 1 and let yn be a “semi-Carleson contour” for 
O,, i.e., yn= aVn, where -y^, is an open set, “Y,I {z: (O,(z)l <E}, and, 
moreover the measure lYn (arc length on y,) is a Carleson measure with 
intensity at most C (C does not depend on n). Suppose that 
(i) The measure C, 1,” is Carleson with intensity at most C,. 
Then 
(i) C, (1 - j0,,(z)12)<KC,, VZE@+, where K=K(E, C). 
For completeness a proof of this lemma is presented in the Appendix. 
We apply this lemma to the family of functions {B,: R E Se} u 
{b, : a E 0, }. We take for a semi-Carleson contour for B, simply the 
boundary aRg of Rd, where Rs is the hyperbolic 6/1OOneighborhood of 
the component R, see the preceding section. For the elementary Blaschke 
factor b,, UE(T~, we take for such a contour the circle T, with center 
at the point a and of radius (6/2) Im a. The assumption (i) of Lemma 5.5 
follows from Proposition 4.3. Therefore 
R;9 (l- lB~(z)l’)+ c (l- lUz)l*)~ C= C(6). 
OEf?, 
But by construction, 
(Re V,(z)1 G min log;, log jBR(z)l -’ 
> 
, 
(5.1) 
1Re V,(z)1 < min log $, log lb,(z)1 -’ 
> 
, 
for some constant 6’, 0 < 6’ d 6. Hence, the inequality (5.1) implies 
IRe V(z)1 < 1 (Re V,(z)1 + 1 1Re V,(z)1 <C= C(6). 
REB c7E.7, 
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To prove (iii) (i.e., to prove that V satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3.2) we note that 
d@)= c dV,(z)+ c dV,(z), 
REQ clEl7, 
and the summand dV,(z) in the sum is not equal to zero (respectively 
d V,(z) # 0) only if either 
(a) z E f 6” (respectively zE Tf ), or 
(b) z~Ss, where S is a slit corresponding to the component R 
(respectively to the point a). 
By Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 for each z E @ + at most K= K(6) summands 
satisfy the condition (a). Therefore, estimates (4.6) and (4.9) imply 
(5.2) 
Let J&(Z) be the collection of all components R E W such that there exists 
a slit S of rank k corresponding to R for which z E Sg. Analogously 
we define the set sQk(z) of all zeros a E o1 for which z E S,, rk S= k, 
where S is the slit corresponding to the point a. By Proposition 5.2, 
card JKJz) + card &$(z) < C(S) for all z E @ + , and the estimates (4.6), (4.9) 
imply 
c inure+ 2 (dv,(z)i <& (5.3) 
RE Mdr) UE A(z) 
But the sets Nk(z) and &j(z) are nonempty only if 2k > (l/2) Im z. Hence, 
c ldvR(z)t + c I~VO(~)I 
R satisfying (b) a satisfying (b) 
and we obtain that IdI’( < C(s)/(2k)2. 
Applying the same reasons to $V we can prove that ($V( < C(6)/Im z. 
So, we prove that the function V satisfies the condition (iii) of Theorem 3.2. 
To prove that V satisfies the condition (ii) of this theorem, fix a square 
Q = Q(Z), II) = d. Let as above Nk(z) denote the collection of all 
components R E W such that there exists a slit S of rank k corresponding 
to R for which ZE Sb, and &k(z) denotes the set of all zeros a~ 6i for 
which z E S6, rk S = k, where S is the slit corresponding to the point a. 
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Let n be the integer such that 2” 6 d < 2”+ I. Denote by 
and let 
d-(z) zr ( (, &k(z))” {aEbl:z#}, d- ” u d-(z). 
k<n+4 tep 
It follows from the construction that if S, n Q # @ for a slit S, rk S = 
k 2 n + 4, corresponding to a component R, then rf n Q = $3 and for all 
other slits S’, corresponding to this component, we have S&n Q = 0, see 
Fig. 4. Therefore .N + n JV- = a. It is evident that XI + n d- = @. 
It is also easy to show that if A V,(z) # 0 for a point z E Q (respectively 
A V,(z) # 0 for z E Q), then R E JV + u .Af - (respectively a E d + u d - ). 
Using the same reasons as in (5.4) one can conclude that 
FIGURE 4 
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and hence 
\J Q ( .,cK+ kfVR(Z)l + c l~Va(z)l aEd+ ImzdxdyGCd. (5.5) 
It is evident from the geometry of the components R and from the 
estimates (4.9), (4.10), that for any REM- 
0 
IdV,(z)J Imzdxdy< C.I(aRnQ(201)), (5.6) 
Q 
where I denotes arc length. It is obvious that if a E -c4-, then aE Q(20Z). 
The estimate (4.6) implies 
[/Q )dV,(z)l Imzdxdy<j[c+ )dV,(z)( ImzdxdyGCIma. (5.7) 
Using the estimates (5.6), (5.7), and the fact that the measure fi = 
c REB bR+CC7ECT, Im a .6, is Carleson (see Proposition 4.3), one can easily 
conclude that 
jjQ( 1 WR(41 + c I~Y,(r)l)I~~d~dyiC~. 
REM- aE.d- 
The last inequality and (5.5) imply that V satisfies condition (ii) of 
Theorem 3.2. It is proved absolutely in the same way that the function V 
satisfies the condition (i) of this theorem. 
To complete the proof it remains to show that the function V con- 
structed above satisfies condition (ii), of Section 4, i.e., that V is sufficiently 
close on the set (z: lg(z)l < S’} to an appropriate branch of log J We will 
need the following proposition, which is a simple consequence of the well- 
known Hall’s lemma, see, for example, [7, lo]. 
Let f E H”, I( f I( m < 1, and let Q = Q(Z) be a square. Let E be a constant, 
0 <E < 1. Denote by E, the set (z E Q: If(z)1 <E}, and let Ey and Etm be 
its vertical and horizontal projections, E$ Ef {x E Iw: 3 y E Iw, x + yi E E,}, 
E;“sf {y& 3x~(W, x+ykE,}. 
LEMMA 5.6. For a given 6, 0 < 6 < 1, there exists a constant E = g(8), 
0 < E < 6, such that for any function f E H”, 11 f 1) m < 1 satisfying 
max(IEpl, IE’,“I)> i 111 
(here JE( denotes the Lebesgue measure (length) of the set E) the inequality 
(f (z)l < 6 holds for all z in the upper harf of Q. 
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Let 0 be a connected component of the set {z E C + : lg(z)l <E} (E = ~(6) 
is the constant from the above lemma). Note that by the maximum 
modulus principle the set 0 has to be simply connected. Let n E Z be the 
smallest integer such that there exists a square Q = Q(Z) with base Z, 
(II = 2”, for which 0 E Q. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Zf for a slit S we have Sd n 0 # (z/, then the rank of S 
is at least n - 3. 
Proof. Let CORe, 0’” be the vertical and horizontal projections of 0 
defined as above. If 
max((ORel, IOiml)< $lZl = 2”P2, 
then it follows from the definition of n and from the fact that the set 0 is 
connected that for all z E 0 
Imz>+lZl. 
Hence, if rkS<n-3 then S,nO=fZI. 
Let us now suppose that 
max(lCOReJ, It!Pml)>flZl =2”-2, (5.8) 
and let S be a slit of rank k, k < n - 3, such that Sd n Lo # 52/. Denote by 
z0 the origin of this slit, i.e., either the point in aR or in ei. Let .Z be the 
interval in R with center at the point Re z0 of length 2 fI zo. Since the set 
0 is connected, it follows from (5.8) that for the set E = 0 n Q(J) 
max((ERe(, IPI)> +l.ZI. 
Hence, by Lemma 5.6, ) g(z,)( < 6, and we obtain a contradiction to the 
assumption inf, E c+ (If (z)l + lg(z)l ) = 3S > 0, because by the construction 
of regions If( < 6. 1 
Fix a point z. E 0. For each connected component R define on the set 0 
a branch of log(a,B,(z)), aRE@, JaJ = 1 such that log(a,B,(z,))= 
V,(zo). Analogously, for any a E: (pi define a branch of log(a,b,(z)). 
If for a component R there exists a slit S corresponding to it such that 
S,nO#0, then 
I V&I - loi3(aRBR(z))l i NK(fi), (5.9) 
where N is the number of slits S corresponding to R for which S6 n 0 # (21. 
Let as above n be the smallest integer such that there exists a square 
Q = Q(Z) with base Z, II) = 2” for which 0 t Q, and let Q = Q(Z) be such a 
square. Let go be the set of all components RE 5P such that there exist 
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no slits S; rk S> n + 4, corresponding to this component and satisfying 
S, n 0 # a. By Proposition 5.2 for any k 2 n - 3 there exist at most C(6) 
slits of rank k such that S6 n 0 # 0. By Proposition 5.7 there exists no slit 
S, rk S < n - 3 for which S6 n 0 # a, and therefore at most 7C(6) slits S, 
rk S < n + 4 satisfy S, n 0 # 0. So, it follows from (5.9) that 
R& I VI&) - h3(~R~&))l~ 7cta K(J), z E 0. 
For a component R 4 g,, we can obtain a better estimate than (5.9). Indeed, 
if for a component R there exists a slit S of rank k, K>,n +4, satisfying 
S6 n 0 # (25, then for other slits S’ corresponding to this component, 
Si n 0 = 0 (see Fig. 4). Therefore 
I K&) - ~o~h&&))l~ (SUP I C&)l + sup I~x(z~l 1.diam& n Q> 
ZES‘$ ZOSS 
<$diamQ<C2”-“. (5.10) 
Taking the sum over all k > n + 4 and taking into account (5.10) we can 
conclude that 
Applying analogous reasonings to the functions V, one can conclude that 
there exists a constant a, Jc1J = 1, and a branch of log(c$) defined on 0 such 
that I V(z) - log(af(z))l < C(a) for z E 0. We have proved that the function 
V satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 3.2, and hence the main theorem is 
proved. 1 
6. AN OPERATOR COROLLARY 
The result obtained admits the following operator theory interpretation. 
Let H2 = H2( D) be usual Hardy space, 8 an inner function in H2 (i.e., 
181 = 1 a.e. on T), and K= K, ef H208H2 a coinvariant subspace of the 
multiplication by z. Let P denote the orthogonal projection from HZ onto 
K. Consider the model operator A4 on K, 
MfgfPzf, feK 
(i.e., M is the compression of the shift operator f wzf ), and let A be an 
operator on K commuting with M, AM = MA. By the well-known Sarason 
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theorem (see, for example, [ 11, 121) there exists a function FE H” such 
that 
Af = PFf, f E K. 
Note that the function F is determined by the operator A not uniquely, but 
modulo the summand Oh, h E H”. 
Suppose now that the operator A is invertible. It is well known (see 
[12, 131) that the operator A is invertible if and only if the pair F, 0 
satisfies the Carleson Corona condition 
inf (IF(z)1 + (Q(z)l)>O. 
zaul 
A natural question arises: Can the function F be chosen invertible, or 
equivalently, does any invertible operator A commuting with the model 
operator M admit a lifting to an invertible operator on HZ commuting with 
multiplication by z there? Theorem 1 applied to the functions S= F and 
g = 8 gives a positive answer to this question. 
APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA 5.5 
Let HZ = H2(@ + ) be usual Hardy space, 
here f denotes the Fourier transform off, p(x) ‘!Zf (1/2n) IZoo f(t)e-‘“’ dt. 
Let 8 E H” be an irmzr function, and let d,, a E @ + , be the elementary 
rational function, $, = (2 Im a)“‘/(~-ci). Note that 114J2 = 1. Let dist 
denote the distance in H*. 
LEMMA A.l. (1 - (@(u)I~)“~ =dist(d,, 8H2). 
Proof: It is easy to show (see [12]) that the functions 8(a) @d, and 
4, - @(a) 04, are orthogonal projections of 4, onto @HZ and Ke ‘!? 
H2 8 8H2, respectively. Therefore 
(WA9 @Hz))’ = 114, - @W Wall: 
= ll~Al:- l@(412 ll%ll:= l- I@(412. I 
By this lemma for a fixed a E @ + we have 
1 - 18,(u)l’= (dist(d,, S,H’))’ = sup (#a, d/2 
gc (~.ff*)~~Ilgllz~ 1 
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= sup 
II fcH2,11/llzC1 Yn 
1 
G- E2 sup 0 
MA2 dlyn .I Ifl’dl,” * 
/eH2,11fl12~~ Yn Yn > 
Since the measures l,, are Carleson with intensity at most C, then (see 
C7, 10, 121) fun VI 2 dlyn GKC U-II : where K is an absolute constant. 
Therefore 
(recall that 14Jz)12 = (2 Im a)/lz - al’). Taking the sum over all n we 
obtain 
since the measure C, 1,” is Carleson. 
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